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AI matters.

Why?



Intelligence
= 

Learning
+ 

Reasoning



Artificial Intelligence 
=  

Machine Learning 
+  

Automated Reasoning



Artificial Intelligence 
=  

Automation of 
computer  

programming



AI will change 

everything!



AI is key to …

● better science

● better engineering
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AI is key to …

● better science

● better engineering

● better public administration

● solving the grand problems of our time 

(climate change, pandemics, inequity, …)
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The Future
of Europe

AI is key to …
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But … 

What will this future 
look like?



Scenario C: “Distant 3rd”

● European AI = distant 3rd to American, Chinese AI

● Large gap in tech & research capability; 

strong dependency on tech designed + run elsewhere 

● Top talent mostly displaced or working remotely 

for global tech leaders anchored outside of Europe

● European subsidiaries mostly focus on compliance 

with EU rules & regulations
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How do we get to “Distant 3rd”?

● Developments in Europe funded through usual mechanisms;  

successes mostly benefit non-European entities  

through brain-drain, acquisition

● Most of our data processed in Europe, but using (+ fuelling) 

technologies made elsewhere; 

highly asymmetrical data sharing arrangements

● Investment made by European companies & public sector  

to deploy + leverage AI capabilities  

mostly benefit companies & economies outside of Europe
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Scenario B: “Niches & Specialties”

● Like Scenario C ("Distant Third") 

except for “islands of European excellence"
● Islands tend to be small & highly specialised

● Economic benefits will be very uneven, 

outweighed by broad dependence on  

technology made elsewhere
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How do we get to “Niches & Specialties”?

● European investments in AI mostly focussed on  

areas of existing strength and specialisation

● Investment made by European companies & public sector  

to deploy + leverage AI capabilities mostly benefit Europe, 

offset by cost of technology developed elsewhere
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Scenario A: “Global Leadership”

● A global leader in AI, the global leader  

in human-centric, trustworthy AI

● AI research + tech capability comparable to US, China; 

clear leadership in human-centric, trustworthy AI

● Leadership in global coalition strongly committed to  

AI for Good, AI for All

● Europe equally attractive to top talent as US, China
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How do we get to “Global Leadership”?

● Broad, large-scale investment through  

novel instruments + programmes

● World-class European capabilities in all crucial AI technologies, 

world-leading in 30-50% of these

● Most of our data is processed in Europe, using (+ fuelling) 

technologies made in Europe;  

data sharing on a level playing field
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How to invest into “AI made in Europe”:

● Innovation booster programme for spin-offs, start-ups, scale-ups

● AI infrastructure sovereignty programme

● Excellence grants in AI (modelled after ERC Grants)

● Regional AI excellence hubs throughout Europe

● European Lighthouse Centre for AI (“CERN for AI”)
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Special places … global attractors for talent
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A European Lighthouse Centre for AI

● A centre driving science and innovation

● A global beacon for European excellence in AI; 
Impact + recognition similar to CERN, ESA, Airbus

● A global attractor for talent + expertise

● A hub + driver in a pan-European network  
of research and innovation centres in AI
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What will be done there?

● Globally leading research in AI

● Coordinated missions to solve European + global  
grand challenges in health, energy, environment, …: 
pandemics, climate change, food production, …

● Projects and knowledge sharing involving all EU member states 
+ associated countries

● Coordination for a strong and diverse network  
of national and regional excellence centres in AI
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What will be located there?

● European Data Centre and Core Compute Facility 
#1 compute capability in the world

● European Office for AI and Data Ethics and Compliance  
EC standard for ethical, trustworthy and human-centred AI

● World-class experimentation and test facilities,  
working and meeting spaces, support staff
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Why a single location?

● Critical density of talented people and important activities

● Unifying element, common reference for diverse network

● Symbol for European ambition and excellence in AI 

● Efficient use of support staff, specific expertise

● Synergy from having scientists, support staff, data,  
compute power, regulator, … all in one place
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But … Won’t it be impossible to pick a location?

● Many examples show one central location can be found: 
CERN, Brussels (= de-facto EU capital), national capitals,  
European Central Bank, …

● Simplify choice of place by design: 
No permanent scientific staff, but host excellent scientists  
for periods of time (coveted top talent in AI across Europe 
will not be permanently displaced)

● Base choice of location, at least in part, on rational criteria  
that determine success
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What does a lighthouse achieve?

● Global technology leadership for Europe

● Technological sovereignty

● Increased ability to address Europe’s significant challenges: 
sustainable growth, climate change, health, ...

● AI-driven economic growth and scientific acceleration  
across all member states
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Europe can become a leader in 

human-centred, trustworthy AI

- but we need to act boldly,  
we need to act now!



Global successes "made in Europe”:
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Big success stories  
don’t just happen - 

they are willed  
into existence!



Trustworthy,  
human-centred  
AI made in Europe

Let’s build the ultimate 
AI Research Hub!

Let’s give a home to


